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and welcome to the wonderful
world of punch needle!

The following instruc�ons will help you on your journey to making lots of amazing
and fun punch needle crea�ons.

You’ll get to know the tools and materials you need to get started, the basics of
how to punch needle and the techniques required to finish your project.

If you’ve never done punch needle before, I suggest reading through these
instruc�ons before you start your first project. You might also want to check out
some videos online to see punch needle in ac�on (I highly recommend the Amy
Oxford tutorials www.amyoxford.com/pages/tutorials)

HELLO

Punch needle is a super fun cra� that anyone can do. With a few special tools and
materials and a bit of prac�ce you will be able to make so many wonderful things.

Punch needle creates a similar look to tradi�onal rug hooking but is made in a
different way. In rug hooking, you pull loops of yarn (or fabric strips) up through a
founda�on backing with a special hooked tool. Punch needle works on the inverse
principle and instead has a tool that pushes loops of yarn down through a
founda�on fabric.
Your punch needle work is made up of a series of loops of yarn punched into the
fabric in con�nuous lengths. Because the loops are packed in �ghtly next to each
other they don’t unravel, so unlike latch hooking or other similar cra�s you don’t
have to �e any knots – easy-peasy.

WHAT IS
PUNCH NEEDLE?
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It would be a li�le tricky to do Punch Needle without the needle! There are two types I offer in
my store and they’re probably the ones you’ve seen most people using around the internet.

The SKC Adjustable Punch Needle is
made from plas�c and copper and its low
price point makes it excellent for
beginners. It is an adjustable punch
needle, meaning that there are four
different se�ngs for changing the height
of the loops. This is a really fun way to
add interes�ng elements to your punch
needle piece. This punch needle comes
with an extra tool called a Threader,
which is a handy piece of wire you pull
through the punch needle in order to
thread your yarn.

The Oxford Punch Needle is a favourite
among seasoned punch needlers, and
once you’ve used one you can see why.
It’s handsome, comfortable to hold and
easy to use. Unlike the SKC Adjustable
Punch Needle, the Oxford Punch Needle
has a channel running down its middle
that makes for fast and easy threading.
The Oxford Punch Needles are not
adjustable, but instead are sold in
different sizes for crea�ng fixed height
loops. I recommend the ‘#10 regular
needle’ as a great allrounder needle.

PUNCH NEEDLES

There are a few key tools and
materials you’ll need to punch
needle. These are some of the most
popular products, all of which are
perfect for beginners:

TOOLS OF
THE TRADE
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There is only a handful of fabrics that are a suitable founda�on for punch needle. They need to
be high quality with an open weave to accommodate the size of the needle and yarn. Most
regular fabrics will not hold the yarn when punched with the needle. I recommend using Monk’s
Cloth. It is made from 100% co�on and has a 2x2 weave with approximately 24 treads per inch.

Because the weave is loose it is easy to
punch through and holds the loops
perfectly. It is also very forgiving if
mistakes are made. If you need to undo
some of your work you simple unravel
your s�tches and then scrape the weave
of the fabric back into shape with your
punch needle. Other types of founda�on
fabrics people use are tradi�onal linen
(which is good if you want your fabric to
be part of the design) and Rug Warp
(which is similar to Monk’s Cloth but a
bit s�ffer to handle).

In order to punch needle, you want to have your founda�on cloth stretched nice and �ght. There
are different frames that you can use, and what you choose will depend on the project you are
working on and personal preference.
NON-SLIP HOOPS are both easy to
use and affordable. They are made
from plas�c and the inner and outer
hoop join together with a ridge and
valley shape that locks your fabric
into place so it won’t loosen as you
work. I don’t recommend using the
tradi�onal bamboo hoops while
crea�ng your punch needle because
the fabric tends to become loose
when you punch the needle into it.
The bamboo hoops are great for
displaying your work when
completed though.

FOUNDATION CLOTH

FRAMES
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WOODEN FRAMES are great if you are
crea�ng a large project as they hold
the fabric very �ght and create a
stable structure to work on. You can
either build your own frame or use
canvas stretcher frames that can be
purchased from art supply stores. To
a�ach the Monk’s Cloth to the frame
you can use a staple gun or
upholstery tacks. You can display your
work on the frame or you can remove
the cloth to create something like a
cushion or wall hanging.

CLIP FRAMES are really useful if you
are working on a square shaped or
larger project that you will make into
something else at the end. These
frames are made from PVC and come
in a variety of sizes. They have a main
frame and four clamps that clip your
fabric onto your frame, these can be
rotated to �ghten your project as you
work.

The Oxford Company recommend using a 3-ply 100% wool rug yarn with
their regular needles. Rug wool is made from coarser fibres and creates a

very durable yarn, this is good if you are crea�ng rugs in high traffic areas.

However, if you are crea�ng more decora�ve pieces (like cushions, wall hangings or bags) the
extra durable rug yarn may not be necessary or preferred. I like to use a bulky weight 100% wool
yarn for my projects: you can get a wide variety of amazing colours, it punches nicely and looks
great. I use anything from a 14ply (bulky weight) to 20ply (super bulky weight) in my work. A
good rule of thumb I use when selec�ng my yarn is to choose something that has approximately
80 – 110 meters length per 100 grams (87 – 120 yards per 3.5 ounces).

Different fibres that also work well are co�on, bamboo, alpaca and acrylic blends. You can also
try out novelty yarns of a similar weight, but you’ll need to make sure they’ll flow through the
punch needle smoothly and will hold in the founda�on cloth.

YARN
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When you punch needle, both sides end
up having a different look and it’s up to you
to choose which is the “right side” for your
project. The flat side is the one you will see
as you are working and it resembles
embroidery s�tches, the loopy side is
underneath and looks similar to a rug. Both
sides are great for different applica�ons
and styles, you can even combine flat
s�tches and loopy s�ches on the same side
for fun effects.

You can draw a design onto your Monk’s
Cloth directly using a fine-�pped Sharpie (or
other permanent marker) or a so� pencil.

If you would rather work from an exis�ng
design you can trace it onto your fabric.
Print the design out to the required size.
Place the paper behind your monks cloth
and tape it to a window, you can easily see
the design and then trace it with a
permanent marker or pencil.

Now you have all your supplies
sorted it’s �me to prepare your
fabric and get punching!

TRANSFERRING
YOUR DESIGN

WHICH SIDE IS WHICH?

GETTING
STARTED
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Once you have your pa�ern on the cloth you’ll want to stretch it onto your frame or hoop.

For the non-slip hoops, separate the two parts of the hoop by loosening the screw. Lay the inner
hoop on a flat surface and place your prepared Monk’s Cloth on top making sure to centre it.
Take the outer hoop and place it over of the Monk’s Cloth and the inner hoop. Tighten the outer
hoop screw while pulling on the Monk’s Cloth to make sure it’s even and taut in the hoop.

For the clip frames, you simply place the Monk’s Cloth over the frame and then, while pulling the
cloth �ght, you can clip on the clamps (star�ng with both sides, then the top and bo�om). As
you work it is normal for it to loosen slightly, all you have to do is rotate the clamps to pull the
cloth �ght again.

To thread the Adjustable Punch Needle, insert the Threader tool up the length of the punch
needle. Place your yarn end into the Threader and pull through. Then, depending on the
thickness of your yarn, you can poke the end through the hole in the �p of the punch needle, or
use the threader tool to pull the yarn through.

PREPARE YOUR FABRIC

THREAD YOUR NEEDLE

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4
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Take your punch needle and rest it on top of your Monk’s Cloth. Hold the needle like a pen and
make sure that it’s facing the right way. You want the slo�ed/cutaway side of the needle to be
always facing the direc�on you are punching, with the yarn coming out the needle at the back.

Push the needle through the cloth with a downward mo�on un�l the stopper on your tool hits
the fabric.
Start pulling the needle out in an upward mo�on, making sure not to li� it completely off the
fabric once it’s free. Then, gently glide the tool along the Monk’s Cloth a few spaces and repeat
the process.
When you want to turn your work, leave the punch needle in the fabric and rotate it in the
direc�on you will go next, making sure the yarn is s�ll pulling from the back.

FIRST STITCHES

The Oxford Punch Needle is so easy to thread that no other tools are needed. Take your yarn and
push it through the hole from the side with the slot through to the back. While holding the end
of the yarn pull the yarn back through the channel in the punch needle un�l it is all the way in.
The yarn should move easily through the punch needle.

Step 1 Step 2
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It is recommended that you try and keep your s�tches consistent in length. For edges and fine
details aim for six s�tches per inch. For larger areas and backgrounds do four s�tches per inch.
Use the �p of the punch needle as a guide
when working out how far to do your s�tches
from a previous row. You don’t want any
Monk’s Cloth visible between your rows of
s�tches, and you also don’t want to crowd your
s�ches so your work becomes bulky. If you
can’t see your background, and your work is
nice and flat you’re doing a great job.
It is nice when working on areas to stagger your
s�tches like brickwork. This looks neat and �dy
and also keeps you from accidently punching
into an exis�ng worked hole.

HOWMANY STITCHES?

When you first start it can be tricky to get the s�tches to stay in the fabric.

Make sure you don’t li� the punch needle far off the fabric between s�tches as this will start
pulling on the previous s�tch causing it to undo. You instead want to glide the needle along the
surface of the Monk’s Cloth.

Make sure the yarn that is going into the punch needle is free from snags and knots. This yarn
needs to have a lot of slack so it can move freely through the punch needle into your project. If
there is unnecessary tension on the yarn it will pull the s�tches out as you work.

STITCHES THAT STAY IN

When first punching, it is good prac�ce to work on the borders and smaller details of your piece
first. These detailed areas are much easier to do neatly before the other elements of your design
are done. Remember when doing outlines, borders and details to keep your s�tch length smaller
at six s�tches per inch to create nice defini�on.

Once you’ve done these parts you can move onto the larger areas in your work then finish with
the backgrounds. You can use a larger s�ch for these sec�ons, four s�tches per inch, and work in
whatever direc�on you feel like. You can do straight lines from top to bo�om or fill in areas
following the contour of outlines or go crazy making up your own pa�erns.

WHAT ORDER TO PUNCH
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When you have completed a sec�on and its �me to move to another colour or area you will have
to cut your yarn. There are two ways to do this depending on what you find most convenient.
First, you can li� your needle from the Monk’s Cloth and out of the way, using your scissors, cut
the yarn off with enough length so you can take a small pair of closed scissors and poke the yarn
end through to the other side of your work. Secondly, holding your punch needle in the Monk’s
Cloth, turn your work over and trim the thread end from the needle hole, once the thread is free
from the punch needle pull the needle back out of the fabric. These thread ends will be trimmed
to match the loop height at the end of your project.

CHANGING YARNS

Don’t worry, mistakes will happen! The good news is that punch needle is a very forgiving cra�. If
you have a few loops or s�ches that are the wrong height, o�en you can pull them into line,
gently tugging a loop to make it the same height as the ones around it.

If you have any larger problem sec�ons, you can simply undo some of you work. From the flat
side, gently pull a s�tch up and it will come out. The more you pull, the more s�tches around it
will unravel. When you have undone the amount required, trim the ends and poke them through
to the loopy side. If you have undone a large area, your Monk’s Cloth will now look a bit warped
and uneven, to fix this take the back of your punch needle and scrape it across the monks cloth
pulling the threads back into their original posi�on ready to be re-punched.

On closer inspec�on you might find you have parts of your work where the monks cloth is
showing through. You can fix this by simply filling in these areas with the same coloured yarn.
Remember that you always need to do a minimum of three s�tches or your yarn will come out,
so for small areas you can do these in a li�le row or a triangle shape.

MISTAKES

Pulling out s�tches. Scraping the Monk’s Cloth back
into shape.
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When you have finished your punch needle project, you might flip it over to the loopy side and
be a li�le horrified. Don’t worry, it’s completely normal for it to be a big old mess at this stage.

Now is the neatening up phase.

Find all the yarn ends that have been poked through and trim them off. Hold the yarn end
upright with a bit of tension and then carefully trim it so it’s the same length as your loops.

You might come across a loop that has been poked by your needle while making another s�tch
and stretched it out to be taller than your other loops. Trim it as if it were a yarn end.

The edges between two colours will o�en be very messy and undefined. Use the �p of your
punch needle or a pair of closed scissors and poke and move the loops so they sit where you like.
You can move these loops around quite a bit and they will stay where you posi�on them, this is a
big step in making the loopy side of your work look neat so take your �me with it.

FINISHING

Such a messy back. All neatend up.

Now your punch needle project is complete, you’re going to want to show it off! There are so
many different things you can do. Here are a few op�ons:
� Use a bamboo embroidery hoop to display round works.
� Frame square shaped pieces and then hang it on the wall.
� Sew your design into a cushion or a pillow: perfect for square, rectangle or round shapes.
� Hem your work and use it as a placemat or a rug.
� Sew your hemmed design onto a jacket or a bag.
� Make fun shaped toys.

PRESENTATION
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THANKS FOR READING OUR GUIDE TO PUNCH NEEDLE
HOPEFULLY YOU ARE HAVING A BLAST
MAKING LOTS OF AMAZING THINGS!

IF YOU NEED A HAND WITH ANYTHING CRAFTY PLEASE
GET IN TOUCH AND WE WILL HELP YOU OUT

Email: julia@cra�folk.com.au

PUNCH NEEDLE SUPPLIES AND KITS AVAILABLE ONLINE
www.cra�folk.com.au

WE LOVE SEEING WHAT PEOPLE ARE MAKING SO
TAG US ON INSTAGRAM @cra�.folk

https://craftfolk.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/craft.folk/

